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38 new works added to PM World Library in May 
 
PM World Collection grows to 4656 project management articles, papers & 
other works by 1,833 authors in 90+ countries 
 
11 May 2023 – Dallas, London, Sydney – PM World has announced that 38 new articles, 
papers and other original works about program and project management have been added 
to the PM World Library (PMWL) this month. These contributions by 40 different authors 
representing 15 different countries were published in the May 2023 edition of the PM World 
Journal (PMWJ) at https://pmworldjournal.com/.   They can now be found among the most 
recent papers and articles on the PMWL home page at https://pmworldlibrary.net/. 
 
The new additions bring the total in the PM World Collection to 
4,656 original works by 1,833 different authors located around the 
world.  The collection is growing each month by 30-40 new works 
from many different authors; of the 40 authors this month, 15 were 
new to the journal and library.  Profiles of all authors in the library, 
along with access to their works, can be found at http://pmworldlibrary.net/author-showcase/.  
 
According to PMWJ Managing Editor David Pells, “The multiple categories for PMWJ contents 
is leading to more works published each month. For example, this month’s edition contains 
two letters-to-the-editor, two case studies and eight book reviews. Four featured papers, 
advisory articles and commentaries are also included.” 
 
New authors this month include: Richard Celotto (USA), Lauren Dastmalchian (USA), Rudi 
De Koker (South Africa), Henry Chinedu Halim (Nigeria), Robin Hornby (Canada), Tara 
Miller (USA), Jaime Moreno (USA), Trevor Mpatsi (South Africa), Johnathan Norman (UK), 
Dr. AnnMarie Oien (USA), William Owen (USA), Neha Prakash (USA), Franco Stolfi (Italy), 
Ermioni Takou (USA) and Robert Van De Velde (Canada). New works from 25 authors 
already included in the library were also added. 
 
“I am excited to introduce a new series this month on the topic of ‘The Road to Responsible 
Collaboration’ by Robin Hornby, author of the recently published book on this topic” Pells 
adds. “Tips on more productive collaboration should be highly useful to many readers.  Of 
course, I am very grateful to all of our series authors.  They are all recognized experts in the 
PM field, so I hope our readers pause to read their contributions each month.” 
 
The PM World Library is a global resource for continuous learning in program and project 
management.  The PMWL is produced and maintained by PM World, Inc. which also 
produces the monthly PM World Journal (ISSN: 2330-4880), a free monthly digital publication 
featuring dozens of articles, papers and stories about projects and project management 
around the world.  To see the latest edition, visit www.pmworldjournal.com; to learn more, 
visit www.pmworldlibrary.net. 
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